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The game features a dynamic storyline that follows the adventures of the
powerful Tarnished Lord, a mysterious race that gathers power from both
the Lands Between and the Abyss. The action RPG will continue into the
Land Between, the mysterious world where the Tarnished Lords live, and
reveal more about the actual world and stories. The game is based on the

online fantasy role-playing game that connects all regions of the Lands
Between and the Abyss using a unique asynchronous online element. NOTE:
The game is still in development. Although we hope to continue developing

the game for a long time to come, we will continue to add fun elements.
Therefore, you will experience new content and content updates that will be
added after the release of the game. We are sorry that we have to make you
wait for the game to be complete, but we hope that you will be satisfied with
the result. Enjoy the game! Thank you for playing DOODLE HOUSE! Gematsu

In-game Trailer ■Release Date Get the game on June 26th! ■Price Adult
Price: 12,000 yen (about US$100) Child Price: 6,000 yen (about US$50)
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■Android ■3DS ■Xbox One X ■Nintendo Switch ■Wii U ■PS Vita ■Steam
■Xbox One ■Playstation 4 ■Nintendo Switch ■iOS ■Android ■Wii U ■3DS

■PS Vita ■PC ■Xbox One ■Playstation 4 ■Nintendo Switch ■Wii U ■PS
Vita ■Steam ■iOS ■Android ■Wii U ■PS Vita ■PC ■

Features Key:
Play as an Elden Lord and Lord Advisors and obtain powerful swords, armor,

and magic.
Quest objectives are filled with twists and involve a variety of challenges.

A world full of excitement where normal quests are not enough.
A variety of classes including magic-users, warriors, and dual-wielders.

A career mode and free play where you can obtain rewards, level up, and
feel power.

Innovative class upgrades and skills.
Deep elemental magic.

Weapons and armor that were forged by the gods.
A world that will never be the same.

Companion Content

Dual-wield swords
Armor and weapons with near-perfect stats
A rich, detailed environment
A campaign that takes you to different parts of the world
Festival

Additional note

Dear users, we are always working to fix the trouble that the online game
servers suffer from. We will make all efforts so that you can enjoy the online
game.
Dear users, please refrain from indulging in trading, spamming, flooding,
and making anti-use of our tools.
Dear users, we will respond to all questions on Twitter or Discord. Please
message us with the information you would like to hear.

Play now!
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